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ways tg edit
yofr photos
Apply these quick photo corrections and enhancements to spice
up any of your photographs in any genre
verybody wants to take Perfect
photographs: shots that have
impeccable lighting, exquisite
colour and spot-on, sharP images
with the widest possible tonal
range. And if we could all do that every time,
we'd be millionaires. But when reality hits home
we realise we are left with a few prize shots and a
lot of lacklustre images sitting on our hard drives

- most never to be opened again.
Our tips are aimed at helping to correct some
of these photos or provide enhancements to
images in specific genres. You'll learn how to
perfect exposure in macro shots, add features
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to provide impact to action shots, and colour
correct portraits and wildlife shots, among other
improvements. There are a whopping 30 tips
packed into this feature to help you get the most
out of your photos, so even if you don't get that
prize shot every time, you can use Photoshop to
take you a little closer to your goal.
The emphasis has been on keeping the tips
as simple and easy to apply as possible. In most
cases, all it will take is an adjustment layer,
blending mode, filter or perhaps a curve. Few
of these steps take more than a minute or two
(admittedly the cloning tips might take longer).
The point is to have some quick tips in your

arsenal for everyday snapshots or your best work.
There's a little something here for everyone.
When working through them, keep in mind
that most of these enhancements can work on a
variety of images. Just because you're applying
colour corrections to wildlife pictures doesn't
mean you can't perform the same corrections on
portraits, landscapes or even macro shots. Dig up
your own photos - the ones you've relegated to
the closet - and try applying some of the tips to
them. You may find a mediocre shot can become
two steps closer to a winner. At the very least,
you can improve your snapshots before sending
them to friends and family. They'll appreciate it!

Bla&
&white

Black and white conversion
If you have CS3, the best way to convert your
image is using the new Black and White
:.rSron dialog (Image >Adjustments > Black & White).
- : ',
-ru have a much more precise degree of control
: - . re conversion process. You can also tint the image
" -: -1re a sepia tone print, all from a single dialog. If you
: reve CS3, your best bet is using the Channel Mixer
r Image >Adjustments > Channel Mixer). Check the
- - . jt rome checkbox and adjust the Red, Green and Blue
- : :..rels to your liking. Try to make sure all channels add

:

: tl as adjustment layers for greater

flexibility.

02 Easy vignetting
Black and

:e inrages often
- :r ice rvith a simple

.

.-:- :rre

to highlight

. -. s To do this, create
': -i.:l black/white

--,:ient (withReverse
-

--

--ked) on an

:--

empty

:bove the image

-,i fromthecentre
':e corner).

Change

:lend mode to
. trprlv and reduce

:

--rpacit! to around
,- :o to your taste.
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Duplicate the background layer. Remove the subject and put her on a third
layer at the top. Apply a Gaussian Blur to the middle layer (background copy)
of 30 pixels. Apply a Gaussian Blur of 10 pixels to the top subject layer, and then
duplicate this layer. Change the top layer's blend mode to Linear Light. Select
the subject layer beneath, lock transparent pixels and fill with black. Then
unlock the transparent pixels and apply an Outer Glow layer style, changing
the spread to 2 and size to 65. \,'oila!
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Popping your rmage
To make

this

subject 'pop', place athlete
and javelin fremoved from
the background) on a layer
above the image. Place
a layer filled with white
at the bottom of the layer
stack. Create a layer mask
on the middle image layer,
and drag a black/white
linear gradient from top to
bottom of the image. This
removes the top half of the
background and brings out
the subject in this example.

2A PHOTOSH
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Place the subject fthe car here) on a separate layer above the image. Apply
the same Motion Blur as in tip 5, but this time to the image below, to blur the
background. Add a filled black layer to the bottom" Add a layer mask to the
image background layer, select the Foreground to Transparent linear gradient
and apply the gradient in a few corner and side spots to remove some of the
background. Now add a Hue/Saturation adjustment layer to the top of the
stack, clip it with the subject below and enhance the saturation by +25. Add
another Hue/Saturation adjustment layer above the background image and
reduce the saturation by -2S.Instant car advertisement!

Macro
10 il::FI?lB..
fix we'll enhance the
macro subject. Convert
.ir r*rckground layer to a normal layer,
::- r the image to a perfect square
,i -; ihange the canvas size to l5O%
- rF rolh sides. In Filter > Distort >
i,r: " .= vrze set the amount to + LOOo/o .
:: ': f,rrl Cmd + F to run the filter again.
\,r*r- i,n
appl)'a Drop Shadow layer style
-- :,r :his macro
--r--:.p-up of the

,i,rr,,;tu

:dd a layer filled

"::

r.r-hite to

the

:r:ilr::: m of the layer
si;o- .. Perfect sphere

q.l

!

Gorrecting overexposure

This image has blown-out highlights - difficult to correct, but some correction can be
I ^t
I
made. Go to Select > Color Range and select the highlights. Hit Ctrl/Cmd +l to copy to a
.aver.
blending to Multiply. Go to Gaussian Blur and edge the slider until all colour
Change
- is removed.theCopy
'r*,i -','l
pixel
layer, apply another
Blur pass
nr{'n,,iu,

nq

the

Gaussian

but double the

amount.
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Ctoning 1O1
(replacing image
elements)

Use the Clone tool to replace areas of the
image. With a small soft brush, Alt/Optclick a location matching the tone and

colour of the replacement area. Move to
the area to be replaced, and brush the
area away. Use small strokes and switch
source areas often, otherwise a repeating
pattern occurs. To clean up the area
afterwards, you can apply the healing
brush over the target area. This can help
reduce patterns. A combination of these
brushes can prove very powerful. Here,
the penguin's front coat is cleaned up.

TAMING THE WILD
Tweak to perfection in Photoshop
'::ackgroundwas

': - r-credandmoved

range).Thecurvescan
befound onthis month's
CD.Twocurvesare used
to separate colourand
tona I corrections.

: - ::^irdduplicate
, ..- i nole left bythe

.:

-.':Te.Theharsh
-= cloned outand
=

,

-r = :Jiraffe

-

j..

u

, _i,;, :,rg:r,.] TWOCUfVgS
layers were used, one set
toColor Blend mode (see
p reviou s col o u r correction
ti p), and the other setto
Luminosity (with an'M'
cu rve to correctthe tona I

sed to bring

back.The

- :):hencroppedto
::t3celeftatthetop.

-

:ris image,the
seemed out
= r^dwascloned
-.

''-fe

: - ilcvetips).Then
- ^ topofthe

"

- , "3ffe 's backwas
- -=Jout.Keep
. - -: separatelayer

:

'-: lriginal.
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HOT
TIP
Dramatic shadows
Copy the image laver

f

,

and set it to Multipll-

at75% Opacity. Add
a Gaussian Blur
(30-70 pixels). Add a

When you arefi nished editing your

, : IressAlt/Opt+Ctrl/Cmd+Shift+Eto

- : -: whole imageon itsown layer,change

, :^d modeto LuminosityandSharpen
-I

sh a

rp Mask (here, Amountis66o/o,

i s.B pixelsandThreshold

is0).

layer mask, and with
a large soft brush
paint the high-focus

'

r

,

,

i

i

the animals
in this scene. You'll
areas

-

punch out the
animals and get a
moody background.
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Changing eye colour
dc'.

Select the eves,

l[r-

.-r

turn the selection

the Channels palette. Pick the
::lr.i .rnd bltrr with the Gaussian
,: -r--l pirels (for this image) . Ctrl/
-. ::rr' \1ask channel, pick the RGB
1n

' -.i hide the Mask channel. In the

Create a Hue/Saturation layer
qin.rl photo. Set the hue to any
. ncrease saturation between + 5
- r a nge the blend mode to Color.

, ,--, . tr.

.'i

'

Smooth and
soften skin tones

{F

l la-ver and apply a S-pixel
> Noise >
' ,-...t.rrrt 6 pixels. Change the
- Scr een at 50 % Opacity. Copy
ke blending Overlay. Create a
"
. q j r.r.r

:r

..

.r

r',

-\ppl)' Filter

:rnr€nt layer. Alt/Opt-click the

-

-. .r)ir on the screen layer" Paint

-

.', ir i'i .r soft white brush, careful
: .lprs. eves or hard edges.

/

'rij,i;

*ui Re)mOVing
,'..'"i' unwanted noise

.'ii''.,",

I

Most of the noise in a digital image is found in the
Blue channel - but you can apply filters on a channelby-channel basis, just as you can for layers. So try
applying a slight Gaussian Blur or Median filter to the
Blue channel to smooth out unwanted artefacts. You
can apply more accurate adjustments by applying
them to individual channels in this way.
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